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GOD
The Sikh conception of God is as simple as it is
comprehensible. At that time the Aryan and Semitic cultures and
schools of thought were in conflict in India. The Aryan thought
conceived God as immanent only, pervading, discernibly in the
creation. While the Semitic conception was of a God sitting above
in the seventh heaven and issuing writs and controlling the working
of the whole of His creation from there. Satguru told both of them
that there was nothing to quarrel about. Both were telling the Truth.
He invited them to proceed further and think deeper, and they will
find God as both, Absolute as well as Immanent. This he explained
in the following words :
Some say He is beyond, outside, while others say He
pervadeth all.

e' ejs' ;G pkjfo pkjfo e' ejs' ;G wjhnT[ ..
His colour is not seen, nor His sign known, His beloved
ones, describe them to me.

poB[ B dh;? fujB[ B byhn? ;[jkrfB ;kfs p[MjhnT[ ..
He pervadeth all, lives in every heart, and yet is
uncontaminated and unattached.

;op fBtk;h xfN xfN tk;h b/g[ Bjh nbgjhnT[ .. (i?s;oh wL 5)
Know the One Supreme Being alone who is within as
well as without. This is the Knowledge imparted by the
Guru.

pkjfo Ghsfo J/e' ikBj[ fJj[ r[o frnkB[ pskJh .. (XBk;oh wL 9)
He manifests in many ways and forms and still keeps
aloof and detached from all.
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BkBk o{g[ Xo/ pj[ ozrh ;G s/ oj? fBnkok .. (fpjkrVk wL 9)
Satguru sums up the conception of God in these words of
the first shlok of the Holy Granth :
True in the beginning, True in the primeval age.

nkfd ;u[ i[rkfd ;u[ ..
True He is, and True He shall ever be.

j? Gh ;u[ BkBe j';h Gh ;u[ ..
The tenth Guru in 33 Swayyiay (;t?:/) says :
Who was and is

i' Ek np j? .
and shall ever be.

no nkr? T{ jt? j? .
This means that the Sikh doctrine of the Name (of God) is a
trenchant, pure, and unadulterated monotheism. In the very
beginning of the Holy Granth, Guru Nanak defines God as the
highest Unity, in which the Absolute and the Personal are reconciled.
He gives the Sikh conception of God as follows :
The One Supreme Being (absolute, personal, immanent (È)
whose name is eternal All-Pervading Verity (;fsBkw), the Master
Creator (eosk g[oy), without fear (fBoGT[), without enmity (fBot?o),
Immortal Being (nekb w{ofs), non-incarnated, unborn (ni{Bh), Selfexistent (;?Gz), the Enlightener and the Grace (r[o gq;kfd ).
We find that the figure ‘One’ appended to ‘Onkar’ besides
signifying God’s Unity, also depicts His being a Personality and
not merely a Void (;[zB). ‘Oung’ (U) means transcendent and ‘Kar’
(eko) means immanent. God, revealed to us by Guru Nanak is,
therefore, both a transcendent and immanent God, and also above
and beyond any conception. He is not like an impotent mechanic
fashioning existing matter into the universe. He includes matter
and transcends it. He is the Uncreated Creator, the Eternal, the
Supreme, the Truth, and a God of Grace : a Personal God who
resembles more the monotheistic God of the Semitic religions than
any of the gods connected with the pantheistic Hindu conception.
He is the Fountain-head of Life and also the Ultimate End of all.
The Sikh God is, therefore, Infinite, Formless, Timeless, Uncreated,
Self-existent Being (Nirankar).
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